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Dear Mr. Nair,

I have just received, by e-mail, a comrcmmcatiqn_frora Ms. Stem clarifying with regard 10 the
planned OIOS audit oj'^3" category claims mat, notwithstanding OLA's opinion of
27 November, "the scope of audit will include a comprehensive review of all aspects of the claim
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processing procedure".

As I informed you in my letter of 16 January 2003,1 had toped that, pending the conclusion
of an agreement on the scope of audit, OIOS would refrain from auditing those aspects of claims
processing which OLA's opinion defines as falling outside the proper scope of audit. I conclude
•from Ms. Stem's communication that OIOS does not intend to limit the scope of audit in ihis
manner. Consequently, I am seeking urgent guidance from the UNCC Governing Council as to
how UNCC should respond to OIOS' notification of the audit planned with regard to "F3"
category claims and will inform you of the Council's advice to me as soon as it is received.

Lastly, I am also looking forward to receiving a reply to my letter of 14 February 2003
concerning the need for maintaining strict confidentiality with regard to the Kuwait Investment
Authority claim.

Yours sincerely,

Holf G. ET-n

Executive Secretary

Mr. Dileep Nair
Under-Secretary-General for
Internal Oversight Services

United Nations Headquarters
New York LULLJLL

FEB27

cc: Mr. I, Riza
Mr. H. Corell
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